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Abstract. In this paper, four region-based shape descriptors well reported in the literature are used to characterize weld defect types of
crack, lack of penetration, porosity and solid inclusion, usually encountered in radiographic testing of welds. The rectangularity and the roundness in the geometric descriptor (GEO) are used in order to propose an
hybridization algorithm so that the hybrid descriptor issued from GEO
and each of the other descriptors becomes more discriminant in such
application where, due to bad radiographic image quality and weld defect typology, the human ﬁlm interpretation is often inconsistent and
labor intensive. According to the results given in the experiments, the
eﬃciency of the proposed hybrid descriptors is conﬁrmed on the weld
defects mentioned above where, the retrieval scores are signiﬁcantly improved compared to the original descriptors used separately.

1

Introduction

Objects are very often distinguishable on the basis of their visible features, such
as shape, color, texture, etc., where, object’s shape is recognized to play an important role in image retrieval or pattern recognition tasks. So, shape feature
extraction consists in transforming an image in a description which is more easily usable. In general, the principal quality of a shape feature descriptor is its
high discrimination ability, so that it can group similar shapes in the same class
and separate the dissimilar shapes in diﬀerent classes [1]. Moreover, ideal description must be stable, concise, unique, accessible and invariant to geometric
transformations. There are several methods trying to quantify the shape as it is
done by human intuition. Those can be classiﬁed broadly in two major families:
statistical and structural methods, where the formers, which are the subject of
this work, are based on the statistical study of measurements which we carry
out on the shape to recognize [2]. With the statistical methods, each image is
represented by an n-dimensional vector called descriptor. A review work, among
many others, on the shape description techniques can be found in [3]. In weld
radiographic testing (RT) [4], we can obtain radiograms in which the weld defects, if they exist, have various sizes and orientations because the same defect
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can be viewed from several angles and this; according to the orientation and the
distance of the irradiated welded component w.r.t. 1 the radiation source site.
These practical considerations do not have to prevent, for example, that a crack
should be identiﬁed as such whatever its size and its orientation [5]. This is why,
the developed descriptors, to be eﬀective, must at ﬁrst be invariant to rotation,
scaling and translation (RST). The purpose of this paper is then to use eﬀective
shape descriptors permitting to characterize the weld defects in the radiographic
image so that they are recognized as elements of defect classes easily identiﬁable.
Firstly, the region of interest (ROI), i.e. the radiogram region where the interpreter suspects the presence of ﬂaws, is selected by user. Afterward, the ROI
segmentation in defect and background regions is performed. The defect indication consists then in a unique region simply connected which should be described
in terms of visual features. To this end, in one hand, four region-based shape
descriptors are used, namely geometric descriptor (GEO)which will be developed
later, generic Fourier descriptor (GFD)[6], Radon composite features (RCF)[7]
and lastly, Zernike descriptor (ZD)[8]. The choice of these shape descriptors is
motivated by their strength and well reported performances in the recognition
of binary objects. They are mainly based on the geometric attributes, the transforms of Fourier and Radon, the polar transform and the Zernike moments. In
the other hand, hybrid descriptors resulted from the combination of GEO with
the others according to a strategy which will be unveiled later, are originally
achieved to produce better outcomes for the weld defect image retrieval. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 are respectively
devoted to the segmentation and the binary shape description for weld defect
radiographic images. The experiments are conducted in Section 4 where in addition, the algorithm implementing the hybrid descriptor is provided. Finally,
Section 5 draws the concluding remarks.

2

Image Segmentation

In any computer vision system, the segmentation constitutes one of the most signiﬁcant problems because the result, obtained at the end of this stage, strongly
governs, depending on the application, the object classiﬁcation rate, the image retrieval performance, the scene interpretation quality, etc. There is a wide
variety of ways to achieve segmentation. Thousands of references related to segmentation can be found in literature describing hundreds of methods. Since there
is no general solution with the problem of image segmentation, these techniques
must often take in consideration the speciﬁcities of the image to treat, the type
of visual indices to extract, the nature of the problem to be solved downstream
of the segmentation and the exploiting constraints such algorithmic complexity,
real time processing, material constraints related to acquisition system, storage
capacity, etc. [9]. In our application, namely the weld radiographic image evaluation, the segmentation consists in the extraction of the weld defect, considered as
1
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an object on a background. Since the weld radiographic image is often characterized by, among others, bad contrast, non uniform background, blurry contours
and high image noise, a region-based active contour represented by a cubic Bspline [10] is used in this work. The motivations of such a choice are detailed in
the introduction of the mentioned reference. The binary objects representing the
weld defects, on which a set of shape descriptors will be computed in the next
section, are then easily drawn from the estimated contours.

3

Shape Descriptors for Weld Defect Images

In the shape analysis and recognition domains, it is of a particular interest to
represent a binary object in x − y plan by a function f as

1 if (x, y) ∈ D
f (x, y) =
(1)
0 otherwise.
where D is the binary object domain.
Other than GFD, RCF and ZM which are well deﬁned in their corresponding
papers cited in the introduction, we provide here the shape measures (some of
them are deﬁned in [11]) that compose GEO and which reveals to be invariant
to RST transforms.
Compactness: It gives a numerical quantity representing the degree to which
a shape is compact. It is measured as the ratio of the object area A to the area
of a circle (the most compact shape) having the same perimeter P
C=

4πA
P2

(2)

Elongation: The minimum bounding box is the smallest rectangle that contains every point of the object. From it, the elongation E is deﬁned as
E =1−

W
L

(3)

where L and W are length and width of the minimum bounding box.
Rectangularity: It represents how rectangular a shape is, i.e. how much it ﬁlls
its minimum bounding box. It is given by
R=

A
L×W

(4)

Ellipticity: It is noted  and amounts to the ratio of the minor axis (b) to the
major axis (a) of the object equivalent ellipse as follows
=1−

b
a

Cumulative signature: It is deﬁned as in [11] by
 2π
1
S=
r(θ)dθ
2π max(r(θ)) 0
θ

(5)

(6)
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where r(θ) is the polar signature which is invariant to translation. The normalized integral version guarantees the invariance to rotation and scaling.
Roundness: The roundness ρ measures how closely the shape of an object
approaches that of a circle. It is given by
ρ=

4A
πL2max

(7)

where Lmax is the longest chord with the chord is the line connecting two pixels
on the object boundary.

4

Experiments

More than 340 weld defect regions are extracted from the radiographic ﬁlms
provided by the International Institute of Welding. These ROIs represent four
weld defect classes: crack (CR), lack of penetration (LP), porosity (PO) and
solid inclusion (SI). A sample of these defect types is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A sample of ROIs representing CR, LP, PO and SI defects

After the segmentation step is achieved as shown in Fig. 2, the weld defect
database is indexed by all the proposed descriptors, GEO, GFD, RCF and ZD. To
perform any evaluation in the context of image retrieval, two major issues must
be addressed: the acquisition of ground truth and the deﬁnition of performance
criteria. To construct the ground truth, the overall weld defect image database is
divided a priori, by a RT expert, in four image sets representing the weld defect
classes mentioned above.
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Fig. 2. Solid inclusion ROI and its segmentation results using the method in [10]. The
initial and ﬁnal contours are represented in red and cyan, respectively

For our experiments, to compare between descriptors in term of performance,
each of the images in the database is used as a query to which all the images in
the database are compared with. For any two weld defects I and J, the patternmatching score is deﬁned as the 1 -norm distance
Dist(I, J) = D(I) − D(J)1

(8)

where D ∈ {GEO, GFD, RCF, ZD}.
The criterion used to compare the descriptor performances is the precisionrecall curve [12]. At ﬁrst, we compute in Fig. 3, for each descriptor, the confusion
matrix to detect possible mislabeled defect classes.

Fig. 3. Confusion matrix for each descriptor where the element sets #1-86, #87-172,
#173-258 and #259-344 are, respectively, CR, LP, PO and SI indications

According to Fig. 3, except GEO descriptor, the problematic classes for the
other descriptors are CR and LP which present a pronounced mismatching.
Indeed, for GFD, RCF and ZD, the confusion matrix presents diﬀerent class
label squares in terms of size and degree of darkening about the two classes
mentioned above. As shown in the recognition rates given in Fig. 5, the best
discriminating descriptor for the crack class is GEO. In fact, CR and LP present
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linear shape and it is diﬃcult to discriminate between them. Nevertheless, some
components of GEO, such as roundness and rectangularity, illustrated in Fig. 4
reveal to be decisive in the discriminating ability as it will be detailed in the
following.

Fig. 4. Roundness and Rectangularity values for each weld defect class

With the aim to improve the weld defect retrieval results, we propose hybrid descriptors H(GEO,GFD), H(GEO,RCF), H(GEO,ZD) issued from the hybridization between GEO and GFD, RCF and ZM, respectively, according to a
certain strategy. This latter consists in substituting each of GFD, RCF and ZD
by nd values of GEO (nd is the cardinality of each class) having the lowest sum
ρ + R because, as obseved in Fig. 4, the crack, unlike the other defect types, is
characterized by low compactness and low rectangularity and, accordingly, low
sum of the both. Thus, the cracks will have the biggest chance to be represented
by GEO values. We recall that to perform the hybridization operation summarized in Algorithm 5., GEO should be interpolated to reach the components
number of each other descriptor.
The four ﬁrst graphs in Fig. 5, illustrate the pr − re curves for the descriptors
and their hybrid versions for each weld defect class. The ﬁfth graph draws the
retrieval results averaged on the whole database for each of the simple or the hybrid descriptors. It is noticed from Fig. 5 that in general for the simple descriptor
category, GEO outperforms all the others, except GFD for the porosity class. In
fact, although the good behavior of GFD, RCF and ZD for the description of
planar objects, the descriptor GEO is built so that each of its components has
a relationship to the weld defect type. Explanations about these relationships
are found in §2.1.1 of [11]. In the other hand, the hybrid descriptors outperform
all the simple descriptors, except (1) GFD which is the best for the porosity
class and (2) GEO which is comparable to them for the solid inclusion. Except,
H(GEO,ZD) which is comparable to GEO for the whole weld defect database,
the two others, i.e. H(GEO,GFD) and H(GEO,RCF) are the most performing
for the application on which this paper is devoted, namely, weld defect image
retrieval in radiographic testing.
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Fig. 5. Retrieval results for GEO, GFD, RCF and ZD and their hybrid versions
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Algorithm 5. Computation of the Hybrid shape descriptor H(GEO,DSC)

5

Conclusion

With the aim to characterize the weld defect indications encountered in nondestructive tesing by radiography, in terms of shape, we have proposed in this
paper, four descriptors, namely GEO, GFD, RCF and ZD, well known in the
literature about their high discrimination ability for binary objects. It is shown
from the retrieval results and the confusion matrices that GEO outperforms the
rest of descriptors on the whole weld defect database and particularly on cracks.
This interesting performance for GEO is due to the fact that its components
are not chosen fortuitely but are related to the defect type. The rectagularity and the roundness measures are then exploited to build hybrid descriptors
H(GEO,GFD), H(GEO,RCF) and H(GEO,ZD) formed from the comnination of
GEO with each of the other simple descriptors. The outstanding performances of
H(GEO,GFD), H(GEO,RCF) and to a lesser degree H(GEO,ZD), on the whole
defect database, are indisputable as shown in the retrieval scores where, only the
latter is comparable to GEO.
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